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Abstract. Wikis offer users the possibility to share content with each
other and thereby create a common information basis. Other users can
use this content with or without contributing actively to the content.
Content in wikis usually is changed frequently by several authors. Thereby
it becomes more and more difficult for users consuming information in
wikis to decide which version of content and which author can be trusted.
This paper deals with these problems arising in wikis and presents a
multilateral secure reputation framework for wikis that we tested with
MediaWiki.
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1 Introduction

Wikis collect and publish information users generate. The probably most pop-
ular example is Wikipedia1. The English version contains more than 2.6 million
articles at the beginning of 2009 and covers nearly the same – and sometimes
even more – encyclopaedias in book-form cover. While printing an encyclopaedia
is expensive and the review process of articles is usually long, generating con-
tent in a wiki is cheap and easy. It needs neither technical nor other specialised
know-how from the authors. This leads to the drawback that it becomes very
difficult for readers to decide which content or which author can be trusted.

Reputation systems can be used to help users in deciding how much to trust
in the quality of content and the credibility of authors. The credibility of authors
can be an indicator about the quality new content they generate.

A content reputation system allows readers of content to judge on it’s qual-
ity and give a rating to it. The reputation systems collects all ratings given,
aggregates them to a reputation of the content and shows it together with the
content to possible future readers. The problem with wikis here is that informa-
tion changes frequently.

For the credibility of authors, an author reputation system assigns author
reputation to authors. This can be done by aggregating ratings or certifications

1 http://www.wikipedia.org/
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given to authors based on their proven expertise, maybe inside or ourside the
wiki. If the author reputation is influenced by content he edited inside the wiki
the problem is that content is often generated together with other authors. Here
the question arises how the reputation of the commonly generated content in-
fluences each author’s reputation.

An author reputation system can also influence the content reputation by
using the author reputation for aggregating the reputation of all content, not
only new content.

This paper deals with the problems of determining author and content rep-
utation in wikis and presents a multilateral secure reputation framework trying
to help to solve these problems. In Section 2 we describe the possible design
issues and the requirements arising in author and content reputation systems
for wikis. Based on this discussion we present a content reputation system for
the platform MediaWiki in Section 3 and design an author reputation system in
Section 4.

2 Scenario

2.1 Content Reputation System

Reputation assigned to content in a wiki can help the content’s users, i. e., the
readers, to estimate its quality (e. g., truth or usefulness). Therefore, users who
are already able to estimate the content can become raters and make use of a
rating algorithm to give a rating to the content.

The reputation of the content is then calculated from these ratings with the
help of a content reputation algorithm. There exist countless models to design
rating and reputation algorithms [1].

The problem with content in wikis is, that it might change after the ratings
have been given to it. Here, a reputation updating algorithm is needed that
updates the reputation depending on the changes made to the content. To best
of our knowledge, no such algorithm exists so far. This is the first issue this
paper deals with.

2.2 Author Reputation System

Reputation assigned to authors in a wiki can help other users of the wiki to esti-
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A problem with the usage of content ratings in the reputation algorithm is
that content usually has been created by several authors and it is not easy to
determine, which author’s edit has the most worthfull influence.

Adler and Alfaro [2] present an author reputation system that aggregates
author reputation by observing whether subsequent authors preserve the changes
they made.

To the best of our knowledge no reputation algorithm exists so far that
considers all three aspects. This is the second issue this paper deals with.

2.3 Rater Reputation System

Raters usually give subjective ratings that are influenced by their personal esti-
mation of the truth or usefulness of the content.

Thus, for the evaluation of a content’s or an author’s reputation, users do
not only have to trust in the rater’s honesty but also need some means to map
the rater’s subjective rating to their own view. We do not further elaborate
the numerous existing trust models to implement trust. We demand that the
raters and the context of some rated information are weighted according to the
trustworthiness they have for the evaluator of a reputation. An example for such
a technical trust model that makes use of interpersonal context-specific trust
was developed by Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [3]. Unfortunately, this model is by
far too complex for practical applications with a large number of users.

To help users to estimate the trustworthiness of raters, a rater reputation
system is needed. The rater reputation should have an influence to the reputation
algorithm for authors and content. The rater reputation system can be similar
to the author reputation system and depend on the same aspects (direct ratings,
certificates, ratings to raters content). Furthermore, gaining a good reputation
as an author should influence the reputation somebody has for rating content or
other persons.

All reputation stored can only be evaluated by a user of the reputation sys-
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tem if there is an information flow in the reputation network towards him. The
reputation selection for evaluation can be:

– global: This means the information flow within the reputation network is
complete and every evaluator gets the same reputation of a reputation object.

– individual: This means an evaluator only gets a partial view on the reputa-
tion available.

2.4 Requirements

To reach the functional goal of estimating a given content’s quality one has to
consider several security requirements for the reputation systems assisting this
goal. The security requirements we list in the following overlap with the generic
security requirements of a reputation system stated by Carrara et al. [4] and
follow the requirements derived from Steinbrecher [5]:
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Availability of reputation: As a functional requirement, each user of the rep-
utation system wants to access reputations to estimate the quality of content
at the time he reads the content. This needs the content reputation to be
stored with the content.

Integrity of content and ratings: Users want content and ratings used to
calculate the content’s reputation to be preserved from manipulations, both
in propagation and in storage.

Accountability of authors, raters and certifiers: Users want authors to be
accountable for the content they edited and raters to be accountable for the
ratings they gave to authors/raters. The same holds for accountability of
certifiers.

Completeness of reputation: Users want the aggregated reputation to con-
sider all ratings given. It should not be possible to omit certain ratings.

Pseudonymity of raters and authors: Users want to rate and provide con-
tent under a pseudonym to not necessarily allow others to link this rating
to their real name. In the real world there are also authors who write un-
der a pseudonym and many services in the Internet also allow the use of
pseudonyms instead of real names following EC Directive 95/46 [6]. Never-
theless all activities done under this pseudonym should be linkable.

Convertibility of reputation/ratings: Authors want to transfer reputation/ratings
from their real identity to and between their various pseudonyms.

Unlinkability of ratings and content: Users want to rate and provide differ-
ent content without being linkable. Otherwise behaviour profiles of pseudonyms
(e. g., time and frequency of web site visits, valuation of and interest in spe-
cific items) could be built. If the pseudonym can be linked to a real name
the profile can be related to this real name as well.

Anonymity of users: Users want to evaluate reputation anonymously to pre-
vent others from building personal behaviour profiles of their possible inter-
ests.

Confidentiality of ratings: Although a reputation system’s functional require-
ment is to collect and provide information about a reputation object, raters
might prefer to provide only a subset of their ratings to a specific group of
other users while keeping it confidential to all others.

Persistence of reputation objects: Persistence [7] of members as reputation
objects has to be realised resp. the binding of reputation to them. This can
be done pseudonymously. The same holds for content with a good reputation
that it cannot be easily destroyed by other authors.

Absolute linkability of an author’s registration with a reputation system:
To prevent a user from leaving a reputation system with a bad reputation
and re-entering it with a neutral reputation membership actions of the same
user in the same context have to be absolutely linkable.

Certainly some of these requirements are contradicting. The goal of multilateral
security [8] is to find a compromise between different design options realising a
compromise of security requirements. Our special goal with the the reputation
framework is to let this decision to the concrete system designer which security
requirements he favours.
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2.5 Infrastructure

We assume a user-controlled privacy-enhancing identity management like PRIME
to be used [9]. We further assume all communication to be secured by encryp-
tion to reach confidentiality of all ratings and actions performed. All actions
and ratings have to be secured by digital signatures given under a pseudonym
for integrity reasons. By the use of an identity provider accountability of the
pseudonym can be given.
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Fig. 1. Registration process enabling unlinkability of a user and his pseudonyms

For the identity management a user registers a basic pseudonym with an
identity provider by declaration of her identity data (step 1 in Figure 1). Af-
ter verifying the data the identity provider issues a basic credential (step 2 in
Figure 1).

When the user gains some expertise in a field that can be certified by an
independent certifier (e. g., like an university) it may show this basic credential
(step 3a in Figure 1) to the certifier.

When the user wants to register in a wiki she sends the reputation provider
her basic credential (step 3 in Figure 1). This guarantees no user is able to build
up reputation under multiple pseudonyms and every user can be identified in the
case of misbehaviour. The reputation provider creates a reputation pseudonym
based on the basic pseudonym and sends it back to Alice (step 4 in Figure 1).

The reputation credential contains the pseudonym and its initial reputation.
The credential is a pseudonymous convertible credential [10] the user can convert
to another pseudonym within the wiki whenever he wants to reach unlinkability
of actions. The credentials contain an attribute for the context, 𝑙 > 0 attributes
for the last 𝑙 ratings and an attribute for the expiration date.

After the conversion of the reputation credential to a community pseudonym
Alice can register this pseudonym with a community 𝒞ℎ by showing the con-
verted credential (step 5 in Figure 1). Thereby she agrees that she will collect
reputation for her interactions in the community with the reputation network she
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registered with. Based on this she gets a community credential to her community
pseudonym and becomes a member of the community (step 6 in Figure 1).

By the use of these distinct pseudonyms, unlinkability of the actions per-
formed under these pseudonyms is given initially.

3 Content Reputation System

In this section we want to investigate, how a content reputation system for wikis
may be build. Therefore, we want to start considering static content. We describe,
how static content can be rated (Section 3.1) and how an aggregated reputation
value can be calculated from this single ratings (Section 3.2). Section 3.3 on the
next page handles the special case for wikis, where we consider that content
might change over time.

3.1 Rating Algorithm
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3.2 Reputation Algorithm

An example, how ratings for a specific wikipage may be distributed is shown
in Table 1. In this table, a specific rater is linkable over revisions. Table 2 shows

Table 1. Example of given Ratings to a specific article. The Rater is linkable over the
Revisions and only the current Reputation of an author is shown.

Inga (200) pseudonym (180) Josha (70) unknown (730)

rev 42 88899 88889

rev 23 88999 89999 88999

rev 5 88899 89999

Table 2. Example of given Ratings to a specific article. The Rater is unlinkable over
the Revisions.

Revision Ratings

42 88889(730); 88899(180)

23 88999(748); 88999(200); 89999(70)

5 89999(196); 88899(191)

a view to the same ratings, but this time, the rater is not linkable between
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multiple ratings. Possible Implementations not only include a linkability within
one Wikipage but also a linkability within the whole Wiki. Precondition: Rater
reputation is connected to Users master secret, which is issued only once from
the government and which he does not want to give away. The next sections are
ordered from less potential abuse and less anonymity to most potential abuse
and most anonymity.

Linkable within the Whole Wiki Rater fetches a Wiki login by showing his
governments Identity to a trusted third party. The trusted third party checks,
that every User gets only one login credential. Login credential is re-encrypted by
the user to be unlinkable to the real-world identity. This re-encryption is possible
only once! Rater shows this login-credential every time, he wants to rate. The
server can verify, if a revision is already rated by an author and update old
ratings if necessary.

Linkable within One Page Same as in the case “Linkable within the whole
Wiki” but the third party issues one credential per user and page. The third
party learns from issuing the credentials the pages a user is interested in (except
a user fetches credentials for all pages by default, maybe some dummy-credentials
also fit).

Unlinkable Rater gets 𝑥 one-show credentials in a specific time-period. With
these credentials, he may rate 𝑥 Page-revisions in the specific period, proving
his Rater-reputation anonymously.

Unlinkable as the User Wants it Combined version of “Linkable within the
whole Wiki” and “Unlinkable”. A Rater may fetch more than one login credential
from the trusted third party (but still only few to prevent abuse) and one may
get some one-show credentials for anonymous ratings additionally.

3.3 Reputation Updating Algorithm

As already discussed, content may change in a wiki. Some author may edit a
page and store a new revision with his changes. These changes might contain
new paragraphs and lots of new content or just some small spelling corrections.
Here it becomes difficult to decide whether a rating of an old revision still is
valid for the current one. According to our terminology, we call the value of an
edit the revisiondiff reputation. The knowledge about the revisiondiff reputation
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is not only important for the calculation of a new content reputation value.
Additionally it is needed to calculate some rating for the author. We propose
different solutions depending on the amount of raters and their expertise.
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Democratic System Within the democratic system, we consider significant
more raters than authors in the wiki system. This means, that each page gets
many more ratings, that edits. As there are enough ratings, only ratings given
to the last revision are evaluated for the content’s reputation value. When there
are enough ratings for one revision, the revisiondiff reputation can be calculated
from the difference of the old revisions reputation and the new reputation.
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Expert System In difference to the democratic system, there are only few
raters in an expert system (the experts). It is assumed, that only the few experts
are in a position to value the content correctly. In contrast to the quality of the
content, it needs less experts skills to decide if a revisiondiff has high impact on
the quality of the content or not. Therefore, there still should be many people,
who can decide how much the quality changed with a revisiondiff. This means,
that in an expert system, the revisiondiff should be rateable directly.

4 Design of an Author Reputation System

Reputation assigned to authors in a wiki can help other users of the wiki to
estimate which quality content they edit might have. As for content users can
make use of a rating algorithm to give a rating to the content. Also internal or
external authorities who are able to estimate an author’s expertise can make use
of a certification algorithm to assign a certain certificate to an author.

The reputation of the author then can be calculated from the ratings and the
certificates given to the author as well as from the ratings given to the content
he edited with the help of a reputation algorithm.

Adler and Alfaro [2] present an author reputation system that aggregates
author reputation by observing whether subsequent authors preserve the changes
they made.

But to the best of our knowledge no reputation algorithm exists so far that
considers all three aspects (ratings and certificates to authors as well as ratings
to content the author edited). This is the second issue this paper deals with. The
problem with the usage of content ratings in the reputation algorithm is that
content usually has been created by several authors.

4.1 Updating Authors Reputation

day 1 Mariangela (50) rates article Foo with 88889

day 2 Foo has a reputation value of 88999
day 3 Mariangelas reputation changes to 100

What happens with the article reputation?

Possibility 1 Mariangelas reputation changed because it did not matched her
skill before. → the article reputation should be updated.
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Possibility 2 Mariangelas reputation changed because it her skill changed. →
the article reputation should not be updated.

How to decide, if skill changed or not? → Maybe, it is sufficient to distin-
guish between reputation changes resulting from new {Author,Rater}-ratings
and reputation changes resulting from {Author,Rater}-rating updates?
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